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In an effort to enhance access to information available in the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI)
anticancer drug-screening database, a new suite of Internet accessible (http://spheroid.
ncifcrf.gov) computational tools has been assembled for self-organizing map-based (SOM) cluster
analysis and data visualization. A range of analysis questions were initially addressed to
evaluate improvements in SOM cluster quality based on the data-conditioning procedures of
Z-score normalization, capping, and treatment of missing data as well as completeness of drug
cell-screening data. These studies established a foundation for SOM cluster analysis of the
complete set of NCI’s publicly available antitumor drug-screening data. This analysis identified
relationships between chemotypes of screened agents and their effect on four major classes of
cellular activities: mitosis, nucleic acid synthesis, membrane transport and integrity, and
phosphatase- and kinase-mediated cell cycle regulation. Validations of these cellular activities,
obtained from literature sources, found (i) strong evidence supporting within cluster member-
ships and shared cellular activity, (ii) indications of compound selectivity between various types
of cellular activity, and (iii) strengths and weaknesses of the NCI’s antitumor drug screen data
for assigning compounds to these classes of cellular activity. Subsequent analyses of averaged
responses within these tumor panel types find a strong dependence on chemotype for coherence
among cellular response patterns. The advantages of a global analysis of the complete screening
data set are discussed.

1. Introduction
The vast amounts of data accompanying the postge-

nomic era have raised many exciting questions about
new experimental designs and methods of data analy-
sis.1-4 High-throughput biological assays,5,6 methods of
chemical synthesis,5,7 and genome analysis of protein
and gene expression arrays8-10 have spawned this
explosion of biotechnology data. The information con-
tained in many of these experiments lies in the diversity
of measurements across different test systems and the
utilization of this information as probes into underlying
biological phenomena.11-13 Systematic investigations of
these patterns offer the promise of facilitating new drug
discoveries and improving the molecular taxonomy for
chronic diseases such as cancer and associated op-
portunistic infections.14-17

Applications of computer-supported analytical tech-
niques combined with interactive and dynamic data
visualization tools are needed to assist in the goals of
discovery, decision-making, and explanation.18 From
research in statistical methods that began in the early
1960s, a wide range of tools are now available for the
analysis of multidimensional data that includes tech-
niques of hierarchical clustering,19 k-means cluster-
ing,20,21 multidimensional scaling,22 binary deterministic
annealing,23 support vector machines,24 and SOMs;25,26

each method is aimed at the identification of pattern
similarities between diversity measures. While each of

these methods has a sound foundation in mathematical
statistics, their applications to large biological data sets
can be difficult, vary in their suitability to each design
problem, and often lack required assessments in the
critical areas of reliability, postanalysis validations,
internal consistency, and data conditioning, among
other analytical issues. Of additional importance with
respect to the final product (i.e., the clustering), these
results should be readily accessible and provide facile
understanding to the intended audience, e.g., the drug
discovery and biochemical communities.

This work describes a new set of computational tools,
based on methods of self-organizing maps (SOMs), and
their applications to the National Cancer Institute’s
(NCI) antitumor drug-screening data. This suite of tools
seeks to identify compounds with similar activities
against these tumor cell lines and thereby facilitate
discoveries of potentially new drug leads and new
molecular targets. The report contained herein is di-
vided into two parts. The first part addresses analytical
questions related to data analysis. A number of areas
are presented that affect cluster quality, including (i)
the number of cell lines in the screen, (ii) the size of
the SOM clustering map, (iii) the treatment of noisy and
incomplete data, and (iv) the importance of data con-
ditioning. The results of these studies establish a
foundation for the second part of this paper, which
documents our analysis of the complete set of the NCI’s
publicly available drug-screening data. This second
section is focused primarily on critical examinations of
cluster memberships and validation of their putative
cellular activity in this screen. These results provide a
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classification scheme for relating the activity of groups
of compounds to cellular processes or, when possible,
to specific molecular targets. Graphical tools have been
constructed that serve to aid in data visualization and
data analysis. The suite of tools comprising our ap-
proach has been assembled into an Internet accessible
methodology (http://spheroid.ncifcrf.gov), referred to as
the 3d MIND (Mining Information for Novel Discover-
ies) toolkit. While this paper is focused on antitumor
drug-screening data, these methods are general and
should find applicability in the analysis of data sets
based on a variety of biologically diverse measurements,
including the new generation of microarray data sets
and data from molecular targeted high-throughput
screens.

1.1. Screening Data. Conceived in the late 1980s
and implemented in the early 1990s, the NCI has
assembled an extensive screening database of antican-
cer compounds and diverse chemicals of unknown
biological activity tested against tumor cells.27-30 This
database (http://www.dtp.nih.gov) contains measures of
growth inhibition (log(GI50)), total growth inhibition,
and 50% cell killing (LC50) for over 100 000 compounds
tested in various subsets of 60-100 tumor cell lines.28

While all of these measures reflect a variety of biological
processes involved in cellular proliferation, the results
reported here are focused on an analysis of the log(GI50)
data.

Computer-based tools have been developed that ana-
lyze patterns of log(GI50) measurements against the
tumor cells within the screen.3,27 On the principle basis
of the analysis of pairwise statistical correlations be-
tween drugs tested against various tumor cell lines,
similarities in mechanisms of action (MOA), modes of
resistance, and molecular structure have been re-
vealed.31-34 While these methods have provided very
useful information for relating molecular structure to
its putative biological function,35 they are somewhat
cumbersome, producing lists of compounds whose struc-
tural and biological features require extensive manual
analysis. Quantification of the improvements in data
analysis resulting from our 3d MIND clustering meth-
odology is described in the Appendix.

Motivated by the premise that alternative methods
of data analysis may be useful for extracting additional
information from the NCI’s tumor-screening database,
we have developed a suite of tools, based on SOMs,
useful for data exploration and especially its biochemical
interpretation via two-dimensional (2D) biological re-
sponse maps. This suite of tools is focused in the areas
of data conditioning, pattern association, and visualiza-
tion and data presentation, with additional functional-
ities that address signal scaling issues, missing data
elements, and locality/nonlinearity features of the data
space. As we will demonstrate herein, careful and
critical considerations in these areas can enhance the
extraction of additional information from large, compli-
cated, screening databases as well as provide a general
tool well-suited for drug discovery investigations.

2. Materials and Methods
While no standard method exists for the analysis of large

and complex data sets, a detailed understanding of the
experimental design and methods of analysis is essential for
evaluating the results of data explorations. With this goal in

mind, this section will present a brief description of the
screening experiments, the conditioning of data, and the
statistical methods involved in data analysis and display. This
information will provide a rationale for later design and data
analysis decisions.

2.1. Data Conditioning. The NCI’s anticancer drug cell
screen generates measures of the 50% growth inhibition, log-
(GI50), of selected established tumor cell lines following expo-
sure to test compounds.29,30 While the “raw” data generated
in this screen determine a compound’s potency for growth
inhibition, most of the interest in these data lies in establishing
the biological significance of the cellular response pattern, with
the hope of identifying tumor selective reagents, new molecular
targets, and new drug lead compounds. We treat this raw data
with Z-score normalization to enhance the biological response
signal.

Z-score conditioning of each compound’s raw data against
the panels of tumor cells provides a common mean reference
and scale thus enhancing the cellular response signal.

where zij is the Z-score for compound i, against tumor cell j;
gij is the measured log(GI50) value; gjj is the mean; and σj is
the absolute deviation across all cell types j. Using a metric
related to data clustering (to be presented later), we find that
the Z-score transformed data improve the quality of the
clustering by ∼15% when compared to the raw data. An
additional consideration for data conditioning involves the
intrinsic sensitivity of cell lines to chemical agents. For
example, analysis of the log(GI50) values for the NCI synthetic
compound data set finds that the leukemia (LEU) cell panel
is most sensitive to chemical agents, whereas the nonsmall
cell lung (LNS) panel is the least sensitive. Data normalization
facilitates assessment of the differential growth inhibition
across all cell lines, rather than detecting agents active against
only the most sensitive cell lines. Z-score normalization of each
cell line’s response to all tested compounds thus establishes a
common reference. Alternatively, scaling the raw data across
tumor cell types and across tested compounds provides a
uniform means to assess pattern diversity within the complete
set of tumor-screening data. (Data from all tumor cell lines
were used in our analysis. This set consists of 80 cell lines
collected from LEU, LNS, small cell lung (SCL), colon (COL),
central nervous system (CNS), melanoma (MEL), ovarian
(OVA), renal (REN), prostate (PRO), and breast (BRE) cancer
tissues.)

2.2. SOMs. Traditional methods for mining large screening
data sets seek to discover subsets of data where similarities
in response are observed. The initial step in this process
requires the selection of a pairwise measure of pattern
similarity that assigns the highest score to the most similar
data sets. Such pairwise measures include rank correlation
and Euclidean, Mahalanobis, or Minkowski measures of
distance.19 These pairwise measures provide a simple and
direct means to identify highly similar response subsets.
Limitations in this procedure are known to occur, particularly
when data are contaminated with large amounts of noise,
resulting in a greater likelihood of random statistical correla-
tions, and increased difficulty in determining “real” relation-
ships,19,36 a result particularly evident where data cannot be
reduced by simple bisection into groups (i.e., pairwise hierar-
chical clustering). Methods designed to treat noisy data include
principal component analysis and the related method of
singular value decomposition, where the data are re-expressed
along directions that maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.35 The
self-organizing map (SOM) method25 has found great utility
in studies of voice recognition and visual processing, data sets
that often exhibit large amounts of random noise and missing
data.37,36 Designed specifically to deal with extremely noisy and
incomplete data sets, the algorithms associated with the SOM
method are well-suited for mining data from the NCI’s
anticancer drug screen.

The SOM38 method can be divided into two regimes: clus-
tering in high dimensional space and projections into a lower

zij ) (gij - gjj)/σj (1)
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dimensional display space (see Figure 1). This first step
clusters data in its original high-dimension space (for the NCI
screen N ) 80.) The SOM algorithm locates the response
vectors in this high dimensional data space by minimizing the
deviation between the data vectors (Vj) and the response
vectors (Rk):

where ∇Rk is the incremental change in position of the
response vector Rk, Vj is the set of data vectors, and ||Vj - Rk||
is the distance between data and response vector. The neigh-
borhood kernel function, h(||Vj - Rk||), weights the change in
the position of the response vectors. This neighborhood kernel
collectively orders the response vectors to mirror the informa-

tion contained in the data space.25 The form of the neighbor-
hood kernel function exhibits a maximum when the data and
response vectors coincide and goes to zero as these vectors
become more distant. Often, the neighborhood kernel is a
Gaussian function; however, our analysis finds that the
Epanechicov function [max(0,1 - ||Vj - Rk||)] consistently
yields improved clustering and was used for our analysis.

The form of eq 2 determines the position of response vectors
that best matches the data space or, alternatively, how the
response vectors partition the data space into clusters (see
Figure 1B,C). Regions that are rich in data vectors attract
many response vectors and as a result finely divide these
regions of high information content. This process can be
contrasted with the more conventional principal component
analyses, where data are oftentimes reoriented, in a linear
fashion, onto the space of the topmost principal components.

Figure 1. (A) Conditioned growth inhibition (log(GI50)) data consist of an M × N matrix of data elements. In the example above,
there are 533 data vectors (M ) 533) for the ExMOA data set (an extension of the 122 MOA set containing 362 compounds; see
text). There are 80 components for each data vector measuring the response across the different cell lines (N ) 80). The data for
two of the 80 dimensions for the 533 data vectors are shown as blue dots. A set of P cluster vectors are chosen to represent the
data space. The number of cluster vectors and the map dimensions are selected according to the first two principle components
found with SVD analysis of this data. These cluster vectors are shown as open red circles (in the example above, P ) 153). Shown
here are data for only 2 of the complete set of 80 data vectors. (B) SOM clustering of the initial coordinates shown in panel A. The
SOM cluster vectors minimize the distances between data (blue dots) and cluster vectors (red circles). (C) To make the information
contained in the high-dimensional clustering space accessible for drug discovery, the P clusters in N dimensions are projected
onto a 2D map. This mapping uses a nonlinear function to transform the data such that each cluster vector is uniformly represented
in the 2D map. This reorganization stretches the data space such that the map has a finer discrimination where more data are
present. (D) SOM cluster map for the ExMOA data set (see text). The standard anticancer agents are clustered onto a 17 × 9
hexagonal array. The hexagons at each node position correspond to the number of agents clustered at these loci. Cluster distances
are indicated by the colors between each node: close and far neighbors are separated by dark and light blue colors, respectively.
A horizontal line below row six indicates separation between agents that act to disrupt mitosis and agents that act by inhibiting
nucleic acid biosynthesis. Located in map margins are 2D structures of representative compounds in selected regions. For example,
the camptothecins are all located in the lower right portion of this SOM map. More information on understanding the SOM map
can be found in a short primer contained in the Supporting Information section and in the 3d Mind manual pages at http://
spheroid.ncifcrf.gov.

∇Rk ∝ ∑
j

h(||Vj - Rk||)||Vj - Rk|| (2)
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The biochemically important regions of the NCI’s anticancer
drug-screening data are not uniformly distributed in the 80
dimensional tumor cell space but, rather, are contained in
densely populated subspaces. This distribution can be quanti-
fied by examining the pairwise Euclidean distance distribution.
The mean pair distance of the normalized log(GI50) data vectors
were found to be 10.34 ( 1.57 deviation units as compared
with the value found with a uniform distribution (21.85 (
1.46). The SOM transformation stretches these data rich
regions, thereby enhancing biochemically relevant cluster
distinctions and matching the underlying data distribution
(mean pair distance of the SOM coordinates is 10.18 ( 1.48).
A direct consequence of SOM reordered data is the ability to
display these results in an interpretable manner. The method
of display is the uniform projection of SOM clustering in high-
dimensional space to a low-dimensional display space (see
Figure 1D). This mapping is both simple and retains a great
deal of the original high-dimensional information. Addi-
tional details regarding the application of the SOM method
to the NCI’s tumor cell screen can be found in the “Overview”
and “Tutorial” sections of the 3d Mind web pages (http://
spheroid.ncifcrf.gov.)

3. Results
We begin with an analysis of tumor growth inhibition

by a set of 122 standard anticancer agents (http://
www.dtp.nci.nih) compiled by Weinstein et al. and
annotated according to their putative MOA.4,39 Figure
1D displays the 2D SOM map for an extended data set
comprised of compounds structurally similar to these
standard agents. Consistent with prior studies, these
standard agents could be separated into those with
MOAs involving inhibition of mitotic activity and those
affecting nucleic acid biosynthesis.35 This division is
quite sharp and appears in Figure 1D below row six of
the SOM map. Within these two regions of the map,
well-defined subclusters exist that upon inspection,
consist of structurally similar compounds with stick-
figure drawings of selected cluster members displayed
at the map margins. This apparent consistency between
molecular structure and function (putative MOA) was
used to develop a metric for detailed sensitivity studies
regarding the choice of parameters for later SOM
optimizations and their effect on the quality of cluster-
ing.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis. This analysis attempts to
determine the relationship between quality of clustering
and choices in the experimental design parameters of
number of cell lines in the screen, size of the SOM
clustering map, treatment of noisy and incomplete data,
and importance of data conditioning. We assess the
quality of clustering by correlating the SOM cluster
memberships determined from the log(GI50) (i.e., func-
tional) data with the SOM clustering based on chemical
structure (i.e., structural). This approach assumes that
chemical structure, as defined by atom type and bond
connectivity, is a surrogate for the “true” pharmaco-
phore of the molecular target affecting cell growth. This
is clearly a simplifying approximation for the true
“hidden” pharmacophore or molecular target.41 Indeed,
small structural modifications are known, in some cases,
to radically alter biological activity.

To examine the correlation between cluster member-
ships based on biological response and chemical struc-
ture, we have designed an ExMOA data set that consists
of 362 compounds, based on the original set of 122
standard anticancer agents discussed above but ex-
panded to include screened compounds with strong

structural similarity (Tanimoto coefficient > 0.9)42-45

to these standard anticancer agents. SOM clustering of
these compounds into structural classes is based on the
E-state bit vectors available in the CACTVS suite of
computational tools (http://www2.chemie.uni-erlangen.de/
software/cactvs). These bit vector assignments represent
431 chemical descriptors developed within CACTVS,
with characteristics similar to assignments available
within the MDL ISIS keys.46 SOM clustering treats the
vectors of 431 structural descriptors for each agent in
the same fashion as the vectors of log(GI50) values used
for SOM clustering of the biological data. The correlation
between biological clusters and structural clusters was
accomplished with an heuristic matching algorithm.
This approach uses dynamic programming to order the
structural and functional clusters to achieve the greatest
fractional overlap of cluster members. As an example,
consider nine compounds, labeled a through i, that are
mapped to three clusters according to their structural
bit vectors, [a,b,c] [d,e,f] [g,h,i], and three clusters
according to their biological response, [b,e,f,g] [a,c]
[d,h,i]. On the basis of a heuristic of maximal cluster
overlap and using as a reference the structural cluster
order, the functional clusters would be reordered as [a,c]
[b,e,g,f] [d,h,i], where the italic letters indicate shared
elements between structural and functional clusters.
The measure of cluster quality is determined as the
linear correlation coefficient between these reordered
lists of compounds. Although this is a rather general
measure of cluster quality, it correctly reflects the
overlap of individual cluster memberships when cluster-
ing is achieved with two different methods, i.e., one
based on structural descriptors and the other based on
cellular response. Example structure/function (S/F) plots
are shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that what is
chiefly of interest is the change in S/F correlation, not
the absolute quantity. Therefore, any measure that
accurately reflects relative correlation will serve as a
surrogate marker for quality in the sensitivity analysis.
Alternative assignments of structural bit vectors (i.e.,
MDL keys) or using the biological clusters as the
“reference” order do not significantly alter the following
results.

Table 1 lists the correlations between cluster mem-
berships determined from biological response data log-
(GI50) and chemical structure (bit vectors) for different
data conditioning treatments. We have found a 15%
[(0.9002 - 0.7820)/0.7820] improvement in the correla-
tion coefficient with the Z-score normalization over an
analysis based on raw data. This improvement is sta-
tistically significant, with an ANOV1 p value of 1.7 ×
10-15, a clear indication that Z-score normalization
enhances the quality of clustering. In addition to Z-score
normalization, the magnitude of any component of a
data vector has been capped at a value of (3 absolute
deviation units from the vector mean. Capping prevents
the difference between two data vectors being domi-
nated by a single or a few cell lines that have extreme
values. Avoiding strong outliers by data capping im-
proves the S/F correlation by 2.0% [(0.9185 - 0.9002)/
0.9002]. This apparently small improvement is, how-
ever, statistically significant, with an ANOV1 p value
of 4.4 × 10-6, and has been adopted as a feature of data
conditioning.
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Another important design choice addresses the treat-
ment of missing data. Oftentimes, missing data are
replaced by their mean value determined from existing
data. Our analysis indicates that this approach can
substantially distort the information contained within
the actual data. Retaining missing data elements as
unknowns, rather than replacement by their vector
mean, improves the S/F correlation coefficient by 6%
[(0.9185 - 0.8654)/0.8654]. This improvement is statis-
tically significant, with an ANOV1 p value of 7.6 ×
10-14, and supports our choice to treat missing data as
unknown. Figure 2A-C displays the S/F correlations
for selected cases of data conditioning. Panels A and B

represent the best and typical S/F correlations, respec-
tively, for applications of Z-score normalization, capping,
and no substitutions for unknowns (NaN). Panel C is
an example where a poorer S/F correlation results when
unknown data are replaced by their group mean.

3.2. Map Dimensions. The possibility that map
dimensions may affect the quality of the clustering was
investigated using S/F correlations. The SOM method
contains a heuristic for the ratio of the 2D SOM map
dimensions based on the ratio of the two largest eigen-
values as the linear single-value decomposition (SVD)
solution to the data set.25 Using this heuristic and the
ExMOA data set, the SOM analysis recommends a map
size of 17 × 9, based on an eigenvalue ratio of 1.89.
Figure 3 displays the dependence of the S/F correlation
coefficient for a selection of map ratios. The ratio that
maximized the correlation coefficient matched the heu-
ristic at 1.89. Ratios above and below this value gener-
ate maps with a concomitant degradation in their S/F
correlation. In connection with the nonsquare map ratio
of 1.89, the clustering algorithm does not use “wrap-
around” boundary conditions thus retaining the separa-
tion of the map edges and preserving the asymmetry
introduced by a rectangular map.

3.3. Number of Clusters. Perhaps the most contro-
versial part of cluster analysis involves determination
of cluster number.47-50 One popular approach repeatedly
samples single-linkage hierarchical cluster trees gener-
ated by removing one or more data elements. Nodes that
occur most frequently in the sample trees define the
number of clusters. Alternative methods use a cubic
clustering criterion51,35 to estimate cluster number by
minimizing the within cluster sum of squares while
using standard statistical tests to determine the sig-
nificance of error reduction. More recent methods evalu-

Figure 2. Sample of S/F correlation for different forms of data
conditioning. (A) Z-score, capping, and no alteration for
unknown data (NaN). (B) Z-score, no capping, and no alter-
ation for unknown data. (C) Z-score, no capping, and replace-
ment of unknowns with group average (mean). Best cases
occur for Z-score, capping, and no alteration for unknown data.
The S/F correlation coefficient, F, is shown in each panel.

Table 1. Data Conditioning S/F Correlationa

missing
treatment mormalization capping

S/F corr.
mean

S/F corr.
SD

No. map
samples

NaN raw no cap 0.7820 0.0648 20
NaN Z-score no cap 0.9002 0.0182 40
NaN Z-score cap ( 3 0.9185 0.0147 40
mean Z-score cap ( 3 0.8654 0.0339 40
a Multiple SOM maps were generated from random starting

conditions for different combinations of data conditioning with
respect to normalization (raw vs Z-score), capping (none vs (3),
and treatment of missing data (replace with mean vs NaN:
unknown). The correlation coefficient is determined between each
of these SOM maps and the SOM clustering based on the
structural descriptors. The basis of this comparison is that maps
with the highest S/F correlations are most desirable (the best
treatment is shown in bold face.) Values represent averages for
the total number of samples.

Figure 3. S/F correlation vs ratio of map dimensions. The
total number of clusters was kept as near as possible to 153.
Maximum average S/F correlations occur for a ratio of map
dimension of 1.89. This corresponds to the SOM map dimen-
sions of 17 × 9. The filled circles represent averages of
correlation coefficient with the bars at the 25th and 75th
percentiles. The open circles and dashed line represent the best
case found for each map ratio. The conventions for filled circles,
bars, open circles, and dashed lines are used throughout
Figures 3-6.
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ate statistical significance of cluster number by evalu-
ating the distribution of correlations in a large number
of randomized trials.23,52 The approach used here cal-
culates the dependence of the S/F correlation on cluster
size and uses the percent of maximal clustering to
determine cluster number. (In SOM clustering, cluster
size is equivalent to map dimensions. The percent of
maximal clustering measures closeness to the asymp-
totic limit.) Using the ExMOA data set, SOM clusters
were generated for a range of map dimensions, and the
results are displayed in Figure 4. On the basis of this
result, a cluster number above 110 is sufficient to
achieve at least 99% coverage of S/F correlations. Our
selection of 153 (17 × 9) clusters exceeds this criterion.

3.4. Number of Cell Lines. Our analysis explored
the role of number of tumor cell lines in our SOM
analysis using our measure of S/F correlation. The S/F
correlation with varying the number of cell lines, shown
in Figure 5, has two or three basic regimes. Below ∼20
cell lines, the S/F correlation drops off dramatically;
between 20 and 50 cell lines, the correlation rapidly
increases, while for greater than 70 cell lines the
correlation achieves a maximum. Although further
analysis of this result will not be presented here, there
is a clear indication that a near optimal clustering result
can be achieved with fewer than the 80 tumor cell lines
analyzed herein.

3.5. Robustness. We have investigated the behavior
of the SOM method toward noisy and degraded data.
Figure 6A shows a sigmoidal decrease in S/F correlation
with decreasing completeness of the input data. This
data set was degraded by systematically removing data
elements with the most extreme Z-score values. The
results show that from 100 to 70% completeness of data,
the S/F correlation is resistant to this degradation.
Below 70%, the correlation coefficient rapidly decreases,
approaching a minimum at 0.45. This analysis il-
lustrates the relation between strong signals, as mea-
sured by extreme values of absolute deviation Z-scores,
and the quality of the clustering. The behavior of the
S/F correlation with degraded data is relatively stable
against data sets that exhibit greater than a 10%

coefficient of variation (see Figure 6B). Below a Z-score
of ∼1.1 absolute deviation units, the S/F correlation is

Figure 4. S/F correlation vs number of clusters. Repeat SOM
maps were generated for different cluster numbers. The solid
line represents an exponential function fitting of the data. The
99% asymptote occurs at 110 clusters (i.e., this level captures
99% of the possible S/F correlation).

Figure 5. S/F correlation vs number of cell lines. Highest
correlations occur for the greatest number of cell lines.
Plateaus are observed in the average S/F correlation for 50-
60 cell lines and 20-30 cell lines. Fewer than 20 cell lines
drastically reduce the S/F correlation coefficient.

Figure 6. S/F correlation vs data completeness (panel A) and
vs Z-score threshold (panel B). Incomplete data sets are
reasonably well-tolerated above 60%. When greater than 40%
of the data is removed, the S/F correlation declines continu-
ously. The lower panel displays correspondence between S/F
correlation coefficient and Z-score. Low Z-scores indicate a
relatively flat cellular response pattern (low signal strength.)
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drastically decreased. Consistent with intuition, a data
vector with a large amount of diversity (stronger signal)
can be more easily assigned to a cluster, when compared
to data vectors with a small absolute deviation. On the
basis of this result, our analysis excludes data vectors
with an absolute deviation below 8%.

4. Complete Map

The SOM analysis of the MOA and ExMOA data sets
established important guidelines for analyzing all the
publicly available data for synthetic compounds screened
against the NCI’s tumor cell panel. To our knowledge,
a simultaneous analysis of the complete screening data
set has not appeared in the literature. As our analysis
will demonstrate, the ability to simultaneously analyze
these data offers a unique perspective into the complete
range of biological response patterns for these tumor
cells and provides valuable information for extracting
additional details about cellular activities, assessing
similarities and differences in response patterns for
these activities, and determinations of unique and
underexplored regions in cellular response space. The
initial screening data set included measures of cytotox-
icity for ∼33K (32 918) compounds. Filtering of these
data, based on retaining only those data vectors with
greater than 8% absolute deviation, reduced this set to
∼20K (19 867) compounds. The SOM analysis generated
a map with dimensions 41 rows by 26 columns, to yield
1066 map clusters (see Figure 7).

The SOM map represents an alternative to the more
classical use of dendrograms for displaying cluster
results. As was mentioned earlier, the antitumor drug-
screening data set does not appear to lend itself to
hierarchical organization, where each clade’s position
is assigned only on the basis of its closest neighbor. The
2D SOM representation allows clusters to have upward
of 6 neighbors, for the hexagonal representations used
here. The distance between neighboring map loci (The
1066 map clusters will be referred to as loci and will be
identified by their row and column coordinates. This
convention will provide a convenient reference to map
positions.) is indicated by the connecting color (in Figure
7, close in distance is shown in red, far apart in violet).
As an alternative to presenting the details of each of
the 1066 clusters on this map, 50 regions have been
defined that group individual map nodes with the most
similar response profiles. These regions are similar to
individual clades of a hierarchical dendrogram; however,
their organization is not restricted to the simple division
into groups. Using this convention, clusters on the
complete DTP map can be assigned to six functional
categories according to the apparent cellular activity of
the compounds within each of these six functional
clusters. Using a mnemonic convention, we identify six
classes of cellular activities: mitosis (M), nucleic acid
synthesis (S), membrane transport and integrity (N),
phosphatase- and kinase-mediated cell cycle regulation
(P), and two remaining regions we arbitrarily have
labeled Q and R. Justifications for these broadly as-
signed cellular activities will be obtained solely from
literature sources. Despite these rather general assign-
ments of cellular activity, this convention serves to
organize the large amounts of data in this screen.
Experimental validations of these putative cellular

activities, in cases where actual molecular targets have
been identified, will be reported. However, in the
absence of published reports, these classifications should
be treated as speculations that serve as hypotheses for
further experimental testing. While the absolute bound-
aries between classes, as far as map position and the
division into six classes are somewhat arbitrary, they
provide a useful framework for discussion of the anti-
cancer drug screen results. It should be noted that the
mapping, clustering, and other derived data are inde-
pendent of the division into classes and regions of the
map.

Following our mnemonic convention, region M con-
sists of two subregions, M1 and M2, located at the top
left corner of the map. Moving diagonally from this
corner toward the lower right-hand corner are regions
P (subregions P1-P14) and N (subregions N1-N12), above
and below the diagonal, respectively. Region S (subre-
gions S1-S7) appears at the lower right portion of the
map, separated from regions M, N, and P by regions Q
(subregions Q1-Q7) and R (subregions R1-R9). Figure
8A shows the projection of 171 standard anticancer
agents that have been clinically evaluated53-55 consist-

Figure 7. Complete DTP map for the 20K compounds tested
in the NCI’s tumor cell screen. Map consists of 41 × 26 clus-
ters. Color bar at lower right indicates the distance between
clusters (red, close; black, intermediate; purple, far). Fifty
regions have been defined on this map that group together
individual clusters with the most similar response profiles.
These regions are assigned to six functional categories accord-
ing to their apparent cellular activity: M, S, N, P. regions Q
and R have not been assigned to an activity class. See the text
for details.
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ing largely of antimitotic compounds that are located
in region M of the complete DTP map and agents that
affect nucleic acid biosynthesis that are, with a few
exceptions, located in region S. Below, we will more fully
characterize regions M and S and portions of regions P
and N for cellular activity by presenting a comprehen-
sive analysis of within cluster members and literature
reports of their putative cellular actions. To facilitate
reporting of these results, map loci containing com-
pounds with similar cellular activity will be identified
by color-coded hexagons, placed at their respective map
positions as shown in Figure 8B. The reader interested
in all 1066 clusters on the complete DTP map may
solicit our web site at http://spheroid.ncifcrf.gov.

4.1. Region S: Nucleic Acid Synthesis. Consider-
able research interest has been directed into selectively
targeting tumor cells using antimetabolites of purine
and pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism.56-58 Three meta-
bolic targets are found within the purine and pyrimidine
class of antimetabolites: (i) agents that interfere with
the synthesis of RNA and DNA precursors, (ii) direct
inhibitors of DNA synthesis, and (iii) compounds that

are incorporated into RNA and DNA that later disrupt
cellular processes. The first class of inhibitors includes
the antifolates and inhibitors of rate-limiting pyrimidine
and purine de novo synthesis enzymes. These com-
pounds are located in subregions S4 and S5 and appear
as purple and red hexagons in Figure 8B.

Antifolates. More than 50 dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR) inhibitors are all locally clustered in subregion
S4 at the loci k36.21, k37.21, k37.22, and k38.20. (Each
locus in the SOM maps is identified by its coordinate
locations, row.column. For example, the cluster at locus
row ) 10 and column ) 20 is referred to as k10.20. This
convention will be adopted throughout the text.) This
list of tetrahydrofolate (THF) analogues include MTX,
trimetrexate, triazinate, methasquin, piritrexim isethio-
nate, edatrexate, PT523, and pyrimethamine. These
antifolates are believed to function by binding to DHFR;
disrupting the thymidylate synthase (TS) complex,
which results in the depletion of thymidine (dTMP)
pools; and, thus, inhibiting de novo pyrimidine nucle-
otide biosynthesis. In addition, certain THFs act as
competitive inhibitors by directly binding to folate-

Figure 8. (A) The projections onto the complete SOM map of a set of 171 clinically evaluated anticancer agents. Shown on the
map are the compound location (yellow hexagons), name, and National Cancer Institute NSC identification number (given in
parentheses) with abbreviated labels; Mercaptopurines (k34.17): thioguanine (752), 6-mercaptopurine (755), B-TGDR (71261),
A-TGDR (71851), and ARA-6-MP (406021); topo II inhibitors (k41.26): oxanthrazole (349174), acodazole hydrochloride (305884),
deoxydoxorubicin (267469), rubidazone (164011), doxorubicin/adriamycin (123127), VM-26/teniposide (122819), and daunorubicin/
daunomycin (82151); and bifunctional alkylating agents (k28.25): chlorambucil (3088), thio-tepa (6396), melphalan (8806),
triethylenemelamine (9706), pipobroman (25154), uracil nitrogen mustard (34462), Yoshi-864 (102627), dianhydrogalatitol (132313),
piperazinedione (135758), AZQ (182986), teroxirone (296934), and hepsulfam (329680). The location of a compound is given by its
map coordinates; for example, rhizoxin (NSC identification number 332598) is projected to the upper left at the loci k5.1 (5 rows
down in the first column). (B) Locations of compounds on the complete SOM map according to their cellular activity. Highlighted
regions represent map clusters where assigned cellular activity is supported by literature references. Shown are a subset of
molecular activity classes corresponding for a number of the M, N, P, and S subregions (see text for details.) The size of the
colored hexagons represents the number of data vectors belonging to that class found at that map coordinate; for example, the
taxanes are found chiefly at k9.1 and k9.2 (large cyan hexagons), but a few are also found at k8.1 and k10.1 (small cyan hexagons.)
The shown hexagons represent a subset of both regions and classes contained in the SOM map. The complete map can be explored
via the Internet at http://spheroid.ncifcrf.gov.
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dependent enzymes, such as TS, and interfering with
cofactor binding.

The complete DTP map further separates the THF
antifols into two overlapping classes: those that use the
reduced folate carrier pathway and those that can
transverse the cellular membrane (by potocytosis via
folate binding proteins and/or through passive diffu-
sion).57 The classical antifolates, such as methotrexate
(MTX), contain a glutamic acid tail and therefore
require the reduced folate carrier pathway. Mutations
in this pathway are a common cause of antifolate
resistance.57 The class of THFs that contains the
glutamic acid tail is located chiefly in subregion S4 at
the loci k37.22 and k38.20. By contrast, THFs that do
not contain the glutamic acid tail, such as the small
lipophilic compound pyrimethamine, are located in
subregion S4, at k36.21 of the complete DTP map (see
Table 2.) These nonglutamate compounds retain their
ability to kill cancer cells even in the presence of an
inactive reduced folate carrier pathway. Therefore, cell
lines that have mutations in the reduced folate carrier
pathway are insensitive to MTXs while still sensitive
to the pyrimethamines. The data vectors for the clusters
k38.20 and k36.21 are consistent with these differences
in cell sensitivity; their tumor cell patterns differ chiefly
in the response of K-562 human LEU cells, a tumor cell
line that is known to be very sensitive to the pyrimeth-
amines, while insensitive to MTXs: a result consistent
with the above-described differences in cellular trans-
port and other related alterations such as target enzyme
amplification and reduced cellular capacity for poly-
glutamation. Table 2 displays examples of compounds
located at each of the regions in the complete DTP map.

Uridine Monophosphate (UMP) Biosynthesis. An
important class of anticancer agents inhibit biosynthesis
of the DNA/RNA precursor UMP. These agents exert
their cytotoxic mechanism by depletion of UMP pools
thereby halting DNA/RNA synthesis. Upstream of the
biosynthetic synthesis pathway of UMP are the enzymes
carbamoyl phosphate synthetase II, aspartate transcar-
bamoylase, dihydroorate dehydrogenase, OPRTase, and
orotidyl decarboxylase.57 Our complete DTP map locates

inhibitors of these enzymes in subregion S4 chiefly in
loci k35.22, k36.22, and k37.22, identified as red hexa-
gons in the lower right portion of Figure 8B, as would
be expected for DNA/RNA antimetabolites. Specifically,
the enzymes/inhibitors are carbamoyl phosphate syn-
thetase II/acivicin (at k35.23 and k38.20), aspartate
transcarbamoylase/PALA (at k35.21), dihydroorate de-
hydrogenase/brequinar (at k36.22 and k37.22), dihy-
droorate dehydrogenase/dichloroallyl lawsone (at k35.22),
and orotidyl decarboxylase/pyrazofurin (at k36.22).

Cytidine Triphosphate Synthetase (CTP-S).
CTP-S is an important target for cancer chemotherapy.
Compounds that affect pyrimidine biosynthesis by
inhibiting CTP-S conversion of uridine phosphate moi-
ety (UTP) to cytidine (CTP) are found centered at locus
k38.20, at the bottom of subregion S4, shown as red
hexagons in Figure 8B. Some of the well-characterized
chemical agents that inhibit CTP-S are cyclopentylcy-
tosine (at k37.19, k37.21, k38.19, and k38.20), 3-de-
azauridine (at k36.22 and k41.20), gemcitabine (at
k39.25 and k41.24), and acivicin (at k35.23 and k38.20).

The CTP-S inhibitor, acivicin, also has activity against
carbamoyl phosphate synthetase II, as mentioned above.
This behavior is common among nucleic acid-affecting
agents. Many of the chemical compounds that affect
DNA/RNA biosynthetic enzymes have multiple mech-
anisms of action owing to their nucleic acid moieties.
We have observed the convergence in the clustering of
nucleic acid agents with increasing test concentration.
An example of this behavior can be seen in subregion
S4 at loci k37.21, where high test concentrations of
antifolates (MTXs and pyrimethamines), CTP-S inhi-
bitors, and inosinate monophosphate dehydrogenase
(IMPDH) inhibitors are all coclustered. At lower con-
centrations, where the inhibitory effect results in more
selective targeting, the various classes of chemical
agents are separated into clusters that better reflect
their different molecular targets.

In general, individual loci of the map appear to
represent cellular response mediated predominantly by
a single molecular target or pathway. Other loci appar-
ently are comprised of compounds with cellular activity
due to joint action at multiple targets. In certain
situations, experimental evidence is available to docu-
ment concurrent operation of multiple mechanisms to
create “overlapping phenotypes of multidrug resis-
tance.”59 Thus far, we have only examined a subset of
the 1066 map loci. It is likely that there exist map loci
that cannot yet be associated with any molecular
mechanism that represent novel and unknown antican-
cer drug classes; it is also likely that loci exist that
represent a combination of activities similar to overlap-
ping phenotypes resulting from drug resistance.

TS. The clusters associated with compounds active
against TS are centered at subregion S5 in the neigh-
borhood of k40.20, located as red hexagons in Figure
8B. The TS-affecting clusters are dominated by 5-fluo-
rouracil (5-FU) and structurally related compounds.
5-FU’s cytotoxic mechanism is via TS inhibition and
through direct incorporation into RNA and DNA. The
13 other compounds found coclustered with 5-FU are
all fluorinated uracil and poly(ethylene glycol) conju-
gates with molecular masses ranging from 1480 to 6640
Da. The location of this group of clusters, adjacent to

Table 2. Antifolatesa

a Expanded versions of Tables 2-11 including NCI identification
numbers (also called NSC numbers) can be found in the Support-
ing Information.
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the CTP-S inhibitors at k41.20, suggests that similari-
ties in their cellular response patterns accompany
defects in interconversion between uridine phosphate
moieties (UTP and dUMP) to CTP and dTMP species,
respectively.

Purine Biosynthesis. De novo purine biosynthesis
is another target for anticancer agents. A number of
clinically important drugs inhibit the formation of
inosinate monophosphate, a precursor to the formation
of purine nucleotides. These compounds are located in
the lower right portion of Figure 8B as purple hexagons.
Compounds that inhibit the iosine 5′-monophosphate
(IMP) synthesis pathway enzyme, glutamine amido-
transferase, are centered at locus k37.20 in subregions
S4 and S5. These agents include 6-diazo-5-oxo-L-norleu-
cine (DON, at k37.21 and k38.19), L-azaserine (at
k37.20), AT 125 (at k35.23 and k38.20), and hydroxy
AT 125 (at k37.20). IMPDH is an important enzyme in
the de novo biosynthesis of purine nucleotides. Agents
that are purported to inhibit IMPDH by binding to its
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) cofactor site,
tiazofurin and selenofurin,60 are found in region Q5 at
loci k38.13 and k37.14 (see Table 3.) A related agent,
cordycepin, is also found at k37.14, suggesting a differ-
ent molecular target for tiazofurin and its analogues.61

In direct contrast to the tiazofurin response, the NAD+
analogue, mycophenolic acid, is located in region S4 at
k37.20, along with the IMP upstream inhibitors de-
scribed above, a result consistent with its role as a
purine antimetabolite.

In addition to the NAD+ mimetics described above,
a number of agents inhibit IMPDH by binding to its
purine pocket. These purine analogues, such as 6-mer-
captopurine and 6-thioguanine, are also located in

region S6 around the neighborhood of k34.17 and k35.18.
As observed with the IMP upstream inhibitors, IMPDH
and mercaptopurines, agents that affect purine biosyn-
thesis or exogenous nucleic acid incorporation are found
on the complete DTP map in subregions spanning S5-7,
as would be expected for nucleic acid antimetabolites.

Ribonuclease Reductase. A functioning ribonu-
clease reductase (RR) is necessary for the biosynthesis
of both deoxypurine and deoxypydimidine nucleotides.
To perform its role of reducing nucleotides, RR requires
a functional iron center. The complete DTP map sepa-
rates RR inhibitors into two classes: (i) hydroxyurea
and similar compounds pyrazoloimidazole and guana-
zole, located in subregion S3 at k39.25 and identified
by the red hexagon in subregion S3 of Figure 8B and
(ii) compounds that act by chelating metals, located at
k32.22 in subregion S2, shown as the single light red
hexagon in Figure 8B. The metal chelators include
deferoxamine and terpyridine and its analogues (see
Table 4.) It is interesting to note the coclustering, at
k39.25, of hydroxyureas with the DNA polymerase
R-inhibitor aphidicolin and its derivatives. This location,
near the lower right edge of the complete DTP map, is
characteristic of DNA replication inhibitors such as
antitopoisomerases and alkylating agents to be dis-
cussed further in the following sections. Inhibition of
DNA polymerase has also been reported with deoxycy-
tidine analogues such as cytarabine (ara-C). ara-C is
found at locus k36.24, along with its derivatives ada-
mantoyl ara-C, palmitoyl ara-C, fazarabine,62 and other
similar compounds.

4.2. Subregion S3: Topoisomerase Inhibitors.
DNA topoisomerases are enzymes that catalyze DNA
strand breaking and unwinding during cellular replica-
tion and RNA transcription.58,63 In eukaryotic cells,
DNA topoisomerase I (topo I) and topoisomerase II (topo

Table 3. IMPDH Agents Table 4. Ribonuclease Reductase Agents
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II) each perform similar but distinctly different roles
in DNA unwinding. Topo I catalyzes single strand
“nicking”, which allows supercoiled DNA to unwind, and
is relatively constantly expressed during the cell cycle.57

In contrast, topo II is most highly expressed at the end
of the S phase of cellular replication and throughout the
G2 phase, to facilitate chromosomal duplication by
relaxing and unwinding the DNA duplex.57 The molec-
ular mechanism of DNA unwinding also differs between
these two enzymes; topo I nicks a single strand to allow
DNA unwinding; whereas, topo II uses adenosine 5′-
triphosphate (ATP) to pass one DNA strand through its
complementary strand and then rejoin the “break”. SOM
clustering of compounds active as inhibitors of topo I
and II is found in separate but adjacent regions in the
nucleic acid portion of the complete DTP map. Topo I
inhibitors, consisting of the campothecin analogues, are
found in the lower part of subregion S3, within adjacent
loci at k40.24 and k41.24, identified as dark brown
hexagons in Figure 8B. Topo II inhibitors are located
in two overlapping groups: the “etoposide” group clus-
tered in subregion S3 at loci k38.26, k39.26, k40.24,
k40.25, and k40.26, and the “anthracycline” group also
in subregion S3 at loci k41.25 and k41.25, shown as light
brown hexagons in Figure 8B.

Other agents similar to these topoisomerase inhibitors
include the bleomycin family of DNA damaging antibi-
otics. These compounds are found in region S3 at locus
k40.22, appearing as a dark brown hexagon in Figure
8B. In addition, the classes of DNA intercalators,
ellipticine and methoxyellipticine, imidazoacridiones
(e.g.,NSC645812),andtriazoloacridiones(e.g.,NSC645827),
centered around k41.16 in subregion S7, and the
acridines, such as quinacrine mustard, near k41.17 and
k41.18, are shown in Figure 8B as green hexagons at
the bottom of the map.

Bisantrene. While bisantrene is regarded as a puta-
tive topoisomerase inhibitor, its cluster position is not
associated with other topoisomerase inhibitors. Rather,
it is found in the mitotic/membrane portion of the
complete DTP map, in subregion M2, at k11.3. This
result suggests that under the conditions of the DTP
cell line screen, bisantrene does not function as a
topoisomerase inhibitor. Confidence in the reliability of
bisantrene’s cluster location is supported by its three
screening measurements at differing test concentrations
[log(highest test concentration) ) -5.0, -4.0, and -3.6],
all of which cluster at k11.3. A number of bisantrene
analogues are also found at k11.3, which include the
bis nitrogen chain containing anthracenes, anthracy-
clines, and acridines. Other well-characterized antibiot-
ics, coclustered at k11.3, are puromycin, an actinomycin
D derivative, and tubulosine. The actinomycin D deriva-
tive has recently been implicated as a blocker of Grb2-
SH2 access to the Shc/Ras and Shc/phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase pathways (PI3K).64 Additional support for this
role is found in neighboring clusters, which include
other antineoplastic antibiotics, such chromomycin A3.
The following sections will amplify the putative action
of antineoplastic antibiotics on the NCI’s panel of tumor
cells.

Fostriecin. The compound fostriecin has also been
identified in the literature as a topo II inhibitor65 based,
in part, on similarities in tumor cell responses when

compared to other nucleic acid-affecting agents.54,57 The
SOM analysis, however, places fostriecin in the portion
of the complete DTP map associated with kinase- and
phosphatase-mediated cellular regulation (subregion
P13) at cluster k6.8. Recent literature confirms this
placement with reports of fostriecin activity against
protein phosphatase 2A,66,67 while simultaneously dem-
onstrating a lack of topo II activity.68 Additional inspec-
tion of agents in k6.8 further supports this activity by
coclustering the compound cytostatin, which is known
to inhibit cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix by
selectively inhibiting protein phosphatase 2A.69 This
observation illustrates the power of SOM clustering and
its application to the complete data set available in the
NCI’s tumor screen. The ability to inspect the global
response of tumor cells to these agents provides infor-
mation about locally clustered compounds, which, in
turn, can be used to assess cellular activity by compari-
sons to inhibitors of known molecular targets.

4.3. Subregion S3: Alkylating Agents. Alkylating
agents introduce exogenous covalent bonds in nucleic
acids and associated proteins that later interfere with
transcription and translation. These agents are clus-
tered adjacent to the topo II inhibitors, consistent with
their similar mode of action, and appear as orange-
brown hexagons at the lower right of Figure 8B. As
observed for inhibitors of nucleic acid biosynthesis,
cluster separations are also observed within families of
alkylating agents, according to their functional sub-
types. Alkylating agents with a bifunctional electrophilic
leaving group, such as busulfan, thio-tepa, chlorambucil,
and diplatinum compounds, are all found in subregions
S1-3. The nitrosourea alkylating agents, asaley, and the
mitomycins (which are antibiotic akylating agents) are
found in subregion S3 at k38.23 and k41.25. Bifunctional
alkylating compounds that contain two platinum atoms
are found in neighboring clusters at k37.25 and k38.25.
The monoplatinum compounds are found in four main
clusters, which differ in their chelating moieties: di-
aminocyclohexyl at k39.19, diaminoamino at k39.23, bis-
(aminomethyl)cycloalkylsilyl at k35.25, and imidazolyl
at k32.26. A clear exception is found with the class of
nitrosourea alkylating agents, CCNU, methyl-CCNU,
BCNU, and cis-4-hydroxy CCNU. These compounds are
not found in region S but in subregions N5 and N2 at
k22.6 and k23.6, respectively. This result suggests a
cellular activity different from DNA alkylation, possibly
by alkylating proteins within regulatory cellular path-
ways. The compounds that cocluster with these CCNUs
are phenazinomycin and 2-hydroxy-4,6-dimethylchal-
cone, the latter compound derived from the parent
chalocone molecule, which itself is clustered with the
DNA methylation agents in the nucleic acid portion
(region S) of the map. This represents an example where
the mode of action of the parent compound has been
substantially altered via chemical modification.

5. Regions M and N: Mitosis and Cellular
Membranes

Agents that impact arrest in the mitotic phase of cell
division are found in the upper left portion of the
complete DTP map in region M, identified in Figure 8B
by three differently shaded blue hexagons. The bulk of
compounds in region M interfere with the microtubule/
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actin cellular framework, consisting of taxanes (at k9.1
and k9.2), colchicines (k6.1), vinca alkyloids (k7.1),
trimethoxystilbenes and peltatins (at k1-3.1-5), and
other compounds such as the macrolide rhizoxin (k5.1)
and nocodazole (k1.1) (see Table 5.).

Compounds that affect cellular membranes are found
in the region N. In particular, at the left edge of
subregion N8 and the bottom of subregion M2 are
cationic surfactants that appear to directly act on the
lipid bilayer to disrupt cellular membranes (shown in
the light green hexagons at the upper left edge of Figure
8B.) Typically, these compounds contain a positive
charge and a strong hydrophobic moiety. An example
would be a positively charged nitrogen embedded in
fused planar aromatic rings. Additional examples of
cationic surfactants are located in nodes along a line
extending from k13.1 through k18.1 in regions M2, N8,
and N4. These clusters include the arylphosphoniums,
arylquinoliziniums, dequaliniums, berberins, and charged
ellipticines (e.g., NSC39310, NSC166454, NSC5355, and
NSC264137, respectively.) Separation of tumor re-
sponses on the basis of charged and uncharged ellipti-

cines has been previously reported by Shi et al.33 Other
compounds in this region include a series of dihydroxy-
anthracenones at cluster k15.2, also known to have
antipsoriatic activity via 5-lipoxygenase or other bio-
synthetic enzymes.70 However, the location of these
compounds in the N region suggests a role in damaging
membranes via generation of oxygen radicals; a well-
known side effect of some antipsoriatic agents. This is
an example where the cell screen map can be used for
drug discovery via, for example, locating anthralin-like
compounds not found in the membrane-damaging re-
gion. Validation of this possibility could lead to the
discovery of new antipsoriatic agents with reduced side
effects.

Another mechanistic class of membrane targeting
agents are ion channel inhibitors, located in region N10
of the complete DTP map, shown as yellow hexagons in
Figure 8B. Examples include the K/Ca2+ channel block-
ers; pimozide, at k9.7; verapamil, at k9.8 and k11.8; the
tetandrine class of calcium channel blockers, at k8.7,
k7.8, and k6.6; tetrandrine; fangchinoline; oxyacanthine;
funiferine; dauricine, at k11.6; chloroquin diphosphate,
at k9.7; and prazosin, at k7.4, all located in subregion
N10 (see Table 6.) Antihistamine H1 antagonists, like
diphenylhydramine, are also found in this region, at
k11.8. Their cellular activity is likely to perturb ion
levels, while acting as H1 agonists71 or as ion channel
inhibitors.72,73 Another class of compounds mapped to
subregion N10 is the phenothiazine family of dopamine
antagonists (prochlorperazine, fluorophenothiazine, tri-
fluopromazine, and clopenthixol) and the compounds
pimozide (k9.7), metoclopramide (k9.12), and the spip-
erones (k8.11). Mapping these compounds to sub-
region N10 is most likely due to their effect on ion
homeostasis.

It is instructive to note that the thioxanthene, lucan-
thone, which is generally accepted to act as a topo II
inhibitor, also maps to subregion N10 at k10.7. Its
location in region N and its structural similarity to
phenothiazines suggest action as a membrane-disrupt-
ing agent under the conditions of the DTP cell screen
(see Table 6.) Moreover, thioxanthenes that contain a
hydroxyl moiety, such as hycanthone, are projected in
region S. These thioxanthenes are further subdivided
into 7-hydroxy compounds in subregion S3 at k39.26 and
4-methoxy compounds ∼k39.16 in subregion S7. Subre-
gion S3 corresponds to topo II inhibitors, such as
menogaril and hydroxidaunorubicin, while subregion S7
includes compounds belonging to the planar aromatic
class of intercalators.

Agents known to affect the Golgi complex are mapped
to region N and are displayed in Table 7. Examples
include brefeldin A and its analogues, found in subre-
gion N11 at k12.10. Other compounds known to disrupt
the Golgi complex are found in loci roughly along a line
extending from k11.12 through k28.2 through the
middle of region N, shown as maroon hexagons in
Figure 8B. These agents include cytochalasins D, E, and
H (k11.12); okadaic acid (k16.6 and k10.1); limaquinone
(k17.8); ilimaquinone (k19.5); avarol (k21.5); and cy-
tochalasin A (k24.2 and k28.2). In addition to okadaic
acid found at k10.1, the rough endoplasmic reticulum
agent, thapsigargine, which targets Ca2+ transport
molecules, is found at k9.3.74,75 We note the cor-

Table 5. Mitotic Agents
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respondence between agents that affect the Golgi com-
plex and those that disrupt the actin cytoskeleton.
Coclustered with cytochalasins D, E, and H at k11.12
are the cucurbitacins, dolastatin 11, a jasplakinolide,
and pectenotoxins, which are known to disrupt the actin
cytoskeleton.76-79 The mechanistic coupling between the
Golgi complex (and other membrane organelles), actin,
and ion channels has only recently been indentified.80-82

These published findings are consistent with their SOM
map location in subregion N10, which is at the conflu-
ence of the mitotic, membrane, and cell cycle regions
(see Figures 7 and 8B.)

6. Region P: Cellular Regulation and Apoptosis

Kinases and phosphatases associated with apoptosis
and cell cycle regulation are mapped to the upper
portion of the complete DTP map in region P (see Figure
7). Selected compounds in this region are also listed in
Table 8. Within this large portion of the map are
compounds that function as protein kinase C activators,
in subregion P13, at k6.9, shown as pink hexagons near
the top of Figure 8B. These compounds include the
phorbols (mezerein, huratoxin, and prostratin),83 gni-

Table 6. Channel Agents Table 7. Golgi Disrupting Agents
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dimacrin,84 and cytoblastin.85 Adjacent to k6.8 is the
previously described class of protein phosphatase 2A
inhibitors, fostriecin and cytostatin.66,69 As noted earlier,
these compounds have often been considered as topo II
inhibitors;54,86 however, literature now supports their
role as a protein phosphatase 2A inhibitor. The neigh-
boring cluster, k7.11, contains miltefosin and similar
long chain alkylphosphocholines, such as perifosine. The
location of this cluster, away from subregions N8 and
M2, suggests a companion activity in cell cycle regula-
tion, consistent with literature reports supporting a cell
cycle role for alkylphosphocholines.87,88 KRN5500 [at
log(high test concentration) ) -8.0 M] is clustered with
the akylphosphocholines in subregion P12 at k7.11.
KRN5500 and the akylphosphocholines share a long
lipid chain and have potentially positively charged
“head” groups. KRN5500 has been shown experimen-
tally to affect the Golgi complex.89 It is likely that
KRN5500 shares a dual MOA that includes the akyl-
phosphocholine’s molecular target and the Golgi com-
plex. Two of the three data vectors for KRN5500 are
clustered in the Golgi-disrupting region of the map, near
brefeldin A, in subregion N11 at k11.14 [at log(high test
concentration) ) -7.0 and 4.3] and are also coclustered
with its structural analogue, septacidin.

Other kinase active compounds in subregions P12 and
P13 include bryostatin 1, at k4.11, which targets protein
kinase C;90,91 forskolin, at k5.12, which induces adeno-
sine cyclic 3′,5′-phosphate (cAMP)-like kinases;92 wort-
mannin, at k5.12, a phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)
inhibitor;93 and ursolic acid, at k4.11, which is involved
in caspase activation and down regulation of the apo-
ptotic protective c-IAPs proteins.94 It is interesting to
note the coclustering of forskolin and wortmannin at
k5.12 and the nearby clustering of the phorbol esters
(k6.8). Forskolin is known to up-regulate cAMP and
enhance kinase activity and exert its influence via ion
channels95,96 while Ecay et al.97 report on the wortman-
nin inhibition of forskolin-stimulated chloride secretion.
Similarly, the results of Yamashita et al.98 show that
forskolin and phorbol esters have opposite effects on the
expression of mucin-associated sialyl-Lewis(a) in pan-
creatic cancer cells. Thus, exploration of coclustered
compounds may further illuminate known mechanistic
pathways involved in cancer chemotherapy and reveal
previously unknown molecular interactions.

6.1. Subregions P1 And P2: Cyclin-Dependent
Kinase (CDK) Inhibitors. Subregions P1 and P2 are
identified as rich in CDK inhibitors. Included in these
regions are the staurosporines (including UCN-01),
quinazolines, paullones, flavopiridols, quercetins, and
others. Localization of these compounds to this map
region can be attributed, partly, to a high sensitivity
on these compounds to the SCL, CNS, and REN cell
panels, while at the same time exhibiting an insensitiv-
ity to the LEU and COL cell lines. Our analysis finds
that region P has been less completely probed when
compared to regions M and S.99 The most extensively
explored compounds in this region P include ∼100
flavopiridol/quercetin analogues, ∼15 staurosporine/
UCN-01 analogues, and ∼10 paullone analogues. In
contrast, other compounds in this region that may also
function as CDK inhibitors are represented by just a
few measurements. Further generalization about these

Table 8. Cell Cycle P Region Agents
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sparsely sampled regions in response space, beyond our
suggestion that they may potentially target CDKs, must
await additional experimental verification.

A contributing factor in assessing the cellular activity
of poorly investigated spaces in region P is the possibil-
ity of multiple cellular targets. This is often true for
small molecules, such as the flavopiridols, and especially
true for purine mimetics that inhibit CDKs by binding
their ATP pocket, as with the quinazolones and olo-
moucine analogues described above. In these situations,
the precise identification of cellular activity is difficult;
however, the coclustering of families of compounds
provides evidence of their cellular activity. For example,
the relatively large number of compounds with CDK
inhibition activity found in subregion P2 supports its
classification as a CDK inhibitor region (see Table 9).
Such is the case for families of staurasporines, rapa-
mycins, and celphalostatins. The antineoplastic antibi-

otic rapamycin and its analogues are found in subregion
P2 of the complete DTP map, at k11.26. Rapamycin’s
role as a CDK modulator, based solely on its map
location, distinguishes it from other antibiotics that
function to inhibit S, M, or membrane function. Rapa-
mycin has recently been implicated as an inhibitor of
mTOR kinase (also called FRAP and RAFT1), which is
an important regulator of cell cycle progression and
growth, as part of the PI3K pathway.100,101 The large
number of coclustered rapamycin analogues exhibits
sufficient structural similarities to suggest a common
cellular target, i.e., mTOR. Another notable cluster in
the P2 subregion includes the cephalostatins 1-9 at
k14.26. This unique coclustering of these disteroidal
alkaloid analogues supports our inference that their
cellular activity results from targeting a CDK. Recent
work suggests that cephalostatins can function as CDK4
kinase inhibitors, with a moderate activity for cepha-
lostatin 1 of 20 µM.102 Coclustering of structurally
similar compounds appears to substantially strengthen
this hypothesis about cellular targets. Such examples
may motivate additional investigations in the more
sparsely populated portions of region P. Additional
classes of steroidal compounds are found throughout the
P, N, and M regions of the complete DTP map. Table
10 lists a number of steroidal compounds found in
regions P and N as well as esterdiols, found in region
M, at k1.4. Recent literature now supports the cellular
activity of estradiols as antitubulin agents,103 consistent
with its placement in region M of our map.

Table 9. CDK Agents Table 10. Steroids
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6.2. Subregion M2: Antineoplastic Antibiotics. A
large variety of antibiotics are known to have antitumor
activity. Approximately a quarter of these antibiotics
are placed in region S of the complete DTP map, while
the remaining compounds are in subregion M2. Antibi-
otics located in region S appear to act as nucleic acid
and protein synthesis inhibitors to yield cellular re-
sponse patterns similar to the broadly defined classes
of antimetabolites and alkylators. These similarities
would be expected for antibiotics such as mitomycin,
which themselves contain alkylating moieties. The
larger fraction of antibiotics located in subregion M2
includes the aureolic acids, harringtonines, quassinoids,
terfenadines, trichothecenes, cyclosporines, bouvardins,
didemnins, valinomycins, and others. These compounds
are listed in Table 11 and appear at the left edge of
Figure 8B as orange hexagons. Their location at the
intersection of subregions M2, N9, and N10 suggests their
possible role as membrane-disrupting agents and/or cell
cycle kinase agonists and antagonists. Antibiotics that
affect membrane ion transport include valinomycin,
which acts directly on membranes by shuttling chelated
ions104 and compounds that indirectly disrupt mem-
brane integrity such as the quassinoid; glaucarubolone,
which inhibits plasma membrane-associated NADH
oxidase;105 and thapsigargin, which inhibits an endo-
plasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase.106 The remaining an-
tineoplastic antibiotics include agents identified in
experimental studies to affect apoptotic and cell cycle
pathways. An as example, the trichothece mycotoxins
have recently been identified to induce apoptosis by
triggering the ribotoxic stress response pathway, which
activates kinases JNK/p38 to induce apoptosis.107 Tet-
rocarcin A has been shown to directly inhibit the
antiapoptotic function of Bcl-2108 while actinomycin D
binds the Grb2-SH2 complex.64 Anisomycin also ap-
pears to activate stress pathways via activation of JNK
and p38.109 Mapping these antibiotics to locations that
include and border regions designated to have function-
alities as membrane disrupting agents, ion transport-
affecting agents, and cell cycle agents affecting apoptosis
raises interesting questions about relationships between
these mechanisms and their roles in cell death. Previ-
ously, antitumor antibiotics such as actinomycin D and
mythramycin were thought to act primarily by binding
to DNA and inhibiting RNA and protein synthesis.57 The
location of these compounds in M2 suggests an alternate
hypothesis for their mode of action when compared to
agents projected to the S-affecting region S3, such as
streptonigrin and albacarcin V. Experimental valida-
tions of these possible cellular activities are the subject
of future data-mining efforts.

7. Cellular Chemo-Sensitivities
Our SOM analysis provides quantitative details use-

ful for relating these results to the goals of discovery,
decision-making, and explanation. The current screen
is designed to identify relationships between chemical
and cellular response space, the subject of the above
material. Another class of questions, frequently the topic
of previous analyses of the NCI’s tumor-screening data,
involves coherence of response within and between
tumor cell panels. Answers to this question are needed
for the development of clinical strategies based on
differentially expressed molecular targets within classes

of tumors.2,110-113 Interest in this area is also motivated
by efforts to redesign the tumor cell screen toward either
fewer numbers of tumor cells or more tailored screens

Table 11. M Region Antibiotics
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focused on sensitivity to specific chemotypes. Questions
about cellular sensitivities can be addressed by simply
inverting the design strategy presented in our current
analysis; i.e., rather than deriving information about
chemical similarities from cellular patterns, cellular
similarities are now derived from chemical response
patterns. (More technically, response space for N com-
pounds across 80 tumor cell types is inverted to treat
80 cells across N compounds.) Previously, this question
had been addressed using different subsets of the
complete DTP database and a variety of alternative
clustering methods.10,31,33,35,39,40 The following section
summarizes our efforts to better characterize the NCI’s
set of tumor cells that lend themselves to decisions of
this type.

Response similarities within each tumor panel are
directly assessed by correlations of their within panel
responses. Tumor panels exhibiting the highest correla-
tions possess the most similar response patterns. Figure
9 displays the panel-averaged pairwise correlation coef-
ficients along its diagonal (panel A). Our results find
the LEU panel with the most similar response patterns,
followed by the CNS and COL panels; whereas, the most
variable response patterns are found within the OVA,
BRE, and LNS panels. These results are consistent with
earlier analyses that separately coclustered the LEU,
CNS, and COL panels, while substantially integrating
the remaining seven tumor cell panels throughout
different clusters.10,35 Measures of these between panel
correlations are displayed as off-diagonal elements in
panel A. These results revealed modest positive cor-
relations between the COL:LEU:SCL panels and the
LNS:CNS panels and weak negative correlations be-
tween CNS and the LEU and COL panels. The distribu-
tion means for the within and between panel correla-
tions (cf. Figure 9B) are 0.22 and -0.02, respectively;
neither of which is significantly large enough to reject
the hypothesis of zero correlation between these tumor
cell panels. The notion that some tumor panels demon-
strate coherent within panel responses and that weak
correlations could also be found between tumor panels
suggested a reanalysis of the complete DTP data set
according to tumor cell type. Figure 10 displays as
hexagons each tumor panel’s average (across 20K
compounds) cellular response at all 1066 nodes on the
complete DTP map, colored according to sensitive (red)
and insensitive (blue) cellular activity and sized pro-
portional to the magnitude of this activity. Consistent
with our earlier observations, the LEU panel exhibits
the most correlated within panel responses, as reflected
by the largely equally sensitive response at most node
positions. Furthermore, concordance between patterns
of blue and red regions in these images reflects the
above-noted positive correlations between the COL:
LEU:SCL panels and the negative correlations between
the LEU and COL panels.

These results provide an explanation for previously
observed clustering results among these tumor cell
panels. Using sets of standard anticancer agents com-
prised of fewer than 200 compounds, Keskin35 and van
Osdol39 found reasonable coclustering within selected
tumor cell panels: results that generally concur with
the most correlated tumor panels discussed above. More
recently, an analysis based on ∼1400 anticancer com-

pounds found cluster memberships for these tumor cells
to be quite different from previous analyses.10 Inspection
of Figure 10 offers an explanation for these differences.
As noted earlier, the set of standard anticancer agents
associated with inhibition of nucleic acid biosynthesis
is located at the lower right portion of our map, in region
S. This region finds the LEU, LNS, REN, and PRO
panels to exhibit qualitatively similar chemical sensi-
tivities to agents that affect this pathway. Biochemical
reasons for these chemical sensitivities can be found in
additional studies. As an example, cluster k40.25 con-
tains topo II agents as well as agents active as DNA
polymerase and RR inhibitors. The tumor cell panels

Figure 9. (A) Averaged intra- and interpanel pairwise cor-
relation coefficients. Values along the diagonal represent
average intrapanel pairwise correlation coefficients. For ex-
ample, the SCL tumor cells exhibit the highest intrapanel
correlation coefficient, while the LEU and COL tumor cells
exhibit the lowest value. Values above the diagonal represent
the averaged interpanel pairwise correlation coefficients. For
reference, the LEU:CNS and LNS:CNS panels are the most
negatively and positively correlated tumor panels. The values
above and below the diagonal are identical and are shown with
two different scales for ease of interpretation. (B) Histogram
of pairwise correlation coefficients. Intrapanel correlations are
shown in solid gray bars while interpanel correlations are
shown in open black bars. Mean and standard deviation values
for the intra- and interpanel distributions are 0.18 ( 0.22 and
-0.2 ( 0.16, respectively.
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most sensitive to these agents are the REN and LNS
panels. As discussed above, DNA polymerases are
inhibited by ara-C and other deoxycytidine analogues.
Analogues of cytosine, especially those modified at the
5-position, are known to reduce methylation of cytosine
incorporated into DNA and lead to maturation of the
lung tumor cell line A549,114 a result consistent with
the high sensitivity of the LNS panel to deoxycytidine
analogues. In contrast, k37.22 consists largely of anti-
folate compounds. The most sensitive tumor panels in
this cluster are the COL and the REN tumor cells.
Antifolates are known to inhibit the purine biosynthesis
folate-dependent enzyme glycinimide ribonuclease trans-
formylase58 and induce differentiation of the COL cell
line HL-60.115 This effect may contribute to the en-
hanced sensitivity of the COL and REN cell lines to
antifolates. The clear message of these examples, as well
as the salient features of the 10 tumor panels displayed
in Figure 10, reveal the high dependence of cellular
response on the selected chemotype. These responses
are quite variable, depending on map location and
tumor cell type, and are consistent with the notion that
highly heterogeneous chemical probes elicit a wide
range of responses within different tumor panels.
Overall, however, these similarities do not appear to be
strongly correlated when analyzed over the complete set
of chemotypes tested in the screen. Numerous individual

cases exist, however, where similar cellular sensitivities
(and insensitivities) are apparent, depending on chemo-
type. For example, inspection of k1.11 identifies chemo-
types with high cellular sensitivity to only the BRE
panel, while k10.12 selectively identifies chemotypes
that are insensitive only to the BRE panel. Once again,
this is evidence that cellular response patterns are
highly dependent on the chemotypes used to probe their
sensitivity. A more detailed analysis of the nature of
these similarities often finds that panel identity does
not translate into response similarity. Explorations of
the nature of these differences will be the subject of
future analyses. In general, however, this finding
indicates a limited capacity to associate chemotype with
tumor panel response in these cell-based screens.

8. Summary
A suite of Internet accessible (http://spheroid.

ncifcrf.gov) computational tools has been assembled for
analysis and visualization of large multivariate data
sets. A range of important analytical questions related
to data analysis were addressed that found that sig-
nificant improvements in cluster quality could be real-
ized from data-conditioning procedures of Z-score nor-
malization, capping, and exclusion of missing data.
Further analyses investigated the importance of com-
pleteness of cell lines in the screen and data degradation

Figure 10. Intrapanel averaged responses superimposed on the complete SOM map. The hexagon located at each of the 1066
map clusters displays the tumor panel’s average response to 20K compounds, colored, according to sensitive (red) and insensitive
(blue) cellular activity and sized proportional to the magnitude of this activity.
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on cluster quality. These studies provide a foundation
for clustering analysis of the complete set of publicly
available tumor-screening data. This analysis identified
relationships between chemotypes of screened agents
and their effect on four classes of cellular activities: M,
S, N, and P. Validations of these cellular activities,
obtained primarily from literature sources, found (i)
strong evidence supporting within cluster memberships
and shared cellular activity, (ii) indications of compound
selectivity between various types of cellular activity, and
(iii) strengths and weaknesses of the NCI’s tumor screen
data for assigning compounds to these classes of cellular
activity. Subsequent analyses of averaged responses
within these tumor panel types find a strong depen-
dence on chemotype for coherence among cellular re-
sponse patterns.
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Appendix: Evaluation of Clustering Quality

Drug-screening patterns produce a vector of growth
inhibition for the panel of cells in the screen. These
measures of diversity can range from no apparent
differences to highly textured response patterns reflect-
ing little, intermediate, and high levels of growth
inhibition within the panel of tumor cells. A considerable
challenge to researchers analyzing these data is the
problem of evaluating the quality of clustering results
based on these measures of diversity. At the heart of
this problem is the difficulty of evaluating whether
measurement noise contributes significantly toward the
occurrence of random statistical correlations.19,36 Of-
tentimes, duplicate tests are run under the same
experimental conditions, and averaged results are pre-
sented.28 This approach contributes to the reduction of
measurement noise but does not rigorously quantify the
noise components resulting from individual tests con-
ducted at different times. Fortunately, large scale
screening efforts, such as the NCI’s tumor screen, often
contain essentially duplicate data, in this case measur-
ing compounds at slightly different test concentrations.

These data sets provide a means to assess the quality
of different clustering methods. A key underlying as-
sumption in this analysis is that anticancer compounds
measured at two slightly different concentrations should
yield a similar growth inhibition pattern; this is an
assumption that should remain true if each experiment
is reproducible and dose-dependent effects do not alter
the underlying biological response. Also, this analysis
excludes results from extreme cases where test concen-
trations are insufficient to evoke a biological response
or are conducted at test concentrations that are lethal
for all cell lines, each case yielding no diversity in the
biological response across cell types. On the basis of
these assumptions, perfect clustering should locate
compounds tested in replicate at similar concentrations
in the same cluster. The analysis presented below will
evaluate the performance of SOM clustering vs pairwise
correlation analysis to place replicate concentration
tests in the same cluster.

The measurements for the set of ExMOA compounds
presented earlier were used in our analysis. Only data
sets above the signal cutoff of 0.08 absolute deviation
units across cell lines were selected. This set yielded
214 replicate concentration tests. To construct a ran-
domized set of replicate concentration tests, all possible
random pairings of compounds with replicate concen-
tration data were generated (N ) 21 156 random pairs).
Random pairings were not permitted between identical
compounds or compounds that shared the same MOA
class. Table 12 and Figure 11 display the ability of the
3d MIND method and a standard pairwise method,
COMPARE (The pairwise correlation analysis was
completed with the COMPARE tool at http://dtp.nci.
nih.gov/docs/compare/cmpmatrix.html. The analysis of
random pairs was based on 11 210 unbiased samples
selected from the total set of random pairs.), to separate
the replicate concentration pairs from the randomized
data set. Perfect clustering was found with the SOM
method for 65 of the replicate pairs, located 5.0 standard
deviation units away from the mean of the randomized
data set. The leftmost open bar on panel A in Figure 11
represents these pairs. An additional group of 10
compounds are found as nearest neighbors on the map
at 2.5 standard deviation units from the randomized set.
Within this set of compounds, only 24 of the 21 156
random pairs were coclustered with the replicate con-
centration pairs to yield a false positive detection of only
0.11%. In total, the SOM method correctly identified 75

Table 12. Replicate Concentration Pairs Test

3d Mind COMPARE

duplicate pairsa

(Euclidian distance) Z-scorec
random
pairsb

duplicate pairsa

(correlation coeff) Z-scorec
random
pairsb,d

25 (0.0) 5.0 24 25 (0.88) 3.0 0
50 (0.0) 5.0 24 50 (0.81) 2.6 77
75 (4.5) 2.7 24 75 (0.75) 2.3 279

100 (5.2) 2.4 323 100 (0.69) 2.0 621
125 (6.6) 1.7 1414 125 (0.64) 1.7 1038

a Duplicate pairs consist of all compounds from the ExMOA set, which have been measured at different maximum concentration levels.
b All pairings of compounds from the DTP MOA set that differ in MOA class. All data vectors have a signal strength greater than 0.08
absolute deviation units. c Z-score ) (F - Fj)/σ where F is the Euclidian distance (3d Mind) or the correlation coefficient (COMPARE), Fj is
the mean of the random pairs, and σ is the standard deviation of the random pairs. For example, a Z-score of 5.0 indicates 5 standard
deviation units more similar than the mean for the random pairs. The value in the table is the Z-score of the last qualifying pair. d The
COMPARE random pairs have been normalized by sample size; the normalizing ratio is 1.89 and the number of unnormalized random
pairs 0, 41, 148, 329, and 550 for duplicates 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125, respectively.
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of the replicate concentration pairs while rejecting
98.89% of the randomized pairs.

Clustering results based on pairwise correlation coef-
ficients derived with the COMPARE program are shown
in Figure 11B. In this case, overlapping Gaussian-like
distributions characterized the results for the replicate

concentration pairs and the randomized pairs. Above a
correlation coefficient of 0.888, or at least 3.0 standard
deviation units from the population mean of 0.31, 25
replicate concentration pairs were correctly identified,
with only one false positive in this set. At 2.6 standard
deviation units (correlation coefficient g 0.754), 75
replicate concentration pairs were correctly found along
with 279 of the randomized pairs, to yield a 98.58%
rejection rate for false positives. This apparently small
difference in rejection rate, however, translates into a
large number of false positives; on the basis of the set
of ∼3 × 104 compounds in the screen, a 1.31% relative
difference in rejection rate between the two methods
translates into ∼400 additional false positives for
comparisons based only on pairwise correlation coef-
ficients.

Supporting Information Available: Expanded version
of structure Tables 2-11 including NCI identification numbers
(also called NSC numbers) and a primer on understanding self-
organizing map figures. This material is available free of
charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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